How to Bring a Stylish Hotel Atmosphere Into Your Home Right Now
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Even as the world begins to slowly reopen for travel amid the coronavirus pandemic, jet setters are adjusting their expectations for upcoming trips. Many have canceled their big vacations that they had in the books for this year, as we all spend more time at home and continue to practice social distancing.

Just because you might not be getting on a plane for a far off destination this summer doesn't mean you can't make your current situation feel a little more vacation-esque. We're definitely missing that particular thrill of checking into a dreamy hotel and all the little details that come with a chic stay—there's nothing like that first night's sleep in crisp hotel sheets.

Luckily, many luxe hotels have made it possible to bring a little of their aesthetic into your home right now, whether it's a stylish silk pillow, singular custom fragrance or the softest of robes. Scroll through to see a few of our favorite hotel products you can buy right now to bring into your home.

The Dewberry Charleston "LOVE" Print
This print of The Dewberry Charleston was taken at dawn on April 2, 2020, with the word "love" lit up on the hotel. Proceeds from this print go directly to Pay It Forward Charleston and the Southern Eagle Distributing Hospitality Workers Fund. $350, The Dewberry Charleston.